
Living on the Moon

a. Living on the Moon

b. Eternal night

c. Confinement

d. Electric sheep (instrumental)

e. Live long and prosper

f. Living on the Moon (reprise)

g. Moon stones (instrumental)

h. God is gone

a. Living on the Moon

I'm standing on the moon

I hoped you'd be there soon

I'm reaching out my hands

I'm shading for the sun

The sun is blinding me

I'm drowning in the light

I got this tunnel sight

engulfed by eternal night

Living on the moon

loneliness and gloom

looking at the sun

I wish I could run

Thought we could cut the crap

thought we could sip the sap

I need another shot

I'm feeling not so hot

I'm sitting in a pod

I know you think it's odd

I got this tunnel sight

engulfed by eternal night

Living on the moon

loneliness and gloom

looking at the sun

I wish I could run
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b. Eternal night

Eternal night

darkness and light

I'm conscious in

unconsciousness

Remotely are

the lonely stars

I'm staring out

I'm living in doubt

Eternal night

eternal night

the lack of light

eternal night

The dark sideshow

a looney blow

the starving brain

the spirit has flown

Remember me

and stars we saw

the light erase

the memory case

Eternal night

eternal night

the lack of light

eternal night

c. Confinement

They greet me so kind

and show me my room

they think I am blind

and this is my doom

Confinement for your protection

I wait for my resurrection

I keep asking 

the same old question

getting gibberish 

and silent looks

They lock up my door

and give me weird pills

I'm sick on the floor

so this is the drill

Confinement for your protection

I wait for my resurrection

I keep asking 

the same old question

getting gibberish 

and silent looks

Confinement for your protection

I wait for my resurrection

I keep asking 

the same old question

getting gibberish 

and silent looks
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d. Electric sheep (instrumental)

e. Live long and prosper

It stopped so many years ago

but no one ever noticed

we all were very busy then 

and happiness was round the bend

Live long and prosper

it's all within a grasp

live long and prosper

we knew we'll get it at last

We put a spacecraft on the Moon

we could not get there too soon

we looked beyond the stars on fly

the answers coming, never why

Live long and prosper

it's all within a grasp

live long and prosper

we knew we'll get it at last

f. Living on the Moon (reprise)

My thoughts will slip away

I don't know what to say

I'm reaching out in vain

and no one knows my pain

I'm burned out by the light

I can't reverse it now

I got this tunnel sight

engulfed by eternal night

Living on the moon

loneliness and gloom

looking at the sun

I wish I could run

Living on the moon

loneliness and gloom

looking at the sun

I wish I could run

g. Moon stones (instrumental)
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g. God is gone

Empty space

cold and bare

God is gone

like the sun

God is gone

there are none

just an empty shell

neither heaven nor hell

God is gone

now who won

hear the sounding bell

anybody who can tell

Empty thoughts

standing still

I repeat

I repeat

God is gone

there are none

just an empty shell

neither heaven nor hell

God is gone

now who won

hear the sounding bell

anybody who can tell

God is gone

there are none

just an empty shell

neither heaven nor hell

God is gone

now who won

hear the sounding bell

anybody who can tell
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